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Ordinary or Extraordinary Crawford appeared to be an ordinary man on the surface, doing an everyday job that could
supplement his pension and allow him to contribute to his country.

Facebook Twitter Perhaps it was the way he carried himself in an unassuming and humble manner, but day
after day hundreds of Air Force Academy cadets would pass this janitor in the hall oblivious to the greatness
that was among them. In the mids, William Crawford might spend one day sweeping the halls and another
cleaning the bathrooms, but it was a day approximately 30 years prior that would create for him a special place
in the history of war. Under heavy fire and at great risk to himself, his gallantry was so audacious that it
earned him the Medal of Honor and the respect of any man who witnessed his actions. Crawford, Medal of
Honor recipient. For Crawford, he would always call the state of Colorado home despite serving a long career
in the military where he was assigned to various duty stations. Interior of Cadet Chapel. Crawford simply
blended into the background as he did his job without much fanfare. However, when one of the cadets began
reading a book detailing the Allied advance through Italy he came upon the story of a medal of honor recipient
named William Crawford. By September , the Allies were pushing through southern Italy slugging it out with
a resilient German army. For Crawford and the 36th infantry division, that would place them near Altavilla
Silentina with orders to take Hill One Man Assault On September 13th, Company I was assaulting enemy
positions on the hill when the entire company was pinned down by intense machine-guns fire and mortars.
Serving as the squad scout for third platoon, Private Crawford was near the front of this assault and located the
first of the gun positions wreaking havoc on the company. Enemy artillery in the area. Without orders, he took
it upon himself to eliminate the threat single-handedly. Under heavy fire, he crawled forward to within a few
yards of the gun and placement and lobbed a grenade directly on top of the three defenders. Meanwhile, the
rest of the company finally made it to the crest of the hill when they were again coming under fire from two
more machine gun nests entrenched in a higher ridge. Again on his own initiative, Crawford set out to destroy
the threat. Crawling under the storm of bullets, Crawford came upon the first machine gun nest and with
perfect accuracy once again landed a grenade right in their lap. Moving on to the second gun, he was able to
take it out of action causing the rest of the defenders to flee as they opted not to stick around for a visit from
the man they had just watched single-handedly destroy three entrenched positions. Map of the Italian
Campaign. Altavilla is located near Salerno. Unfortunately for Crawford, his position at the front of the assault
would eventually lead to his capture by the Germans during the chaos of the battle. The rest of the company
had believed Crawford was killed in action as reports of his gallantry advanced up the chain of command. And
for his actions that day in Italy, William Crawford was posthumously awarded the Medal of Honor, but that is
not where the story would end. Back to Life In , the medal was presented to his father who accepted it on
behalf of his son he presumed to have died in combat. Crawford would continue to serve in the military after
World War II and retired in at the rank of Master Sergeant. After his distinguished and yet humble career in
the military, this unassuming man would take a job as a janitor at the United States Air Force Academy in
Colorado Springs. It was here in that the truth would come out, and future Air Force officers would get a
lesson in both gallantry and incredible humility. As the cadets looked to their janitor with a newfound respect,
they would eventually coax the painfully shy man into speaking about his experience to the next generation of
leaders. In one exchange, Crawford related the point that he never personally received his Medal of Honor
with any ceremony due to his captivity and presumed death. The students and staff of the Air Force Academy
would remember this fact and see to it that he had his day. In when Pres. William Crawford died at the age of
81 in the year at his home in Colorado. And although Crawford was a veteran of the Army, he would become
the only non-U. The cadets regarded him as one of their own and gave him all the respect such a man
deserved.
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SCHOOL CUSTODIAN IV. For School Custodian III and above, at least one year of the work experience must have
been comparable in nature and scope to that of a.

He quietly cleaned and tidied up after young cadets, but little did they know he was harboring a secret about
who he was. If they knew who he was they would have thought twice about this. Harboring A Secret He was
considered by those around him as a relatively unimpressive character. Seamlessly blending into the
woodwork, Crawford may have appeared unassuming, but in truth, he harbored an astonishing secret about his
past. Quite A Prescene For years, the janitor gained little attention from the cadets who ran by him every day,
unaware of who he really was. After years of traveling, Crawford returned to his home state following
retirement looking for a low-stress job that allowed him to busily pass under the radar. Things Would Change
He gladly took on his role at the academy, happy to keep knowledge of his past under lock and key. Surface
Tells A Different Story On the surface, Crawford appeared to be an ordinary man, doing ordinary, everyday
kinds of jobs that could help with his pension benefits and allow him to contribute to his country. Everything
Would Change No one could have guessed, but in everything would change. Crawford continued to quietly
sweep and empty trash cans and clean toilets as he did every day. Yet, a discovery about him would soon be
revealed that would transform both the lives of the janitor and the students. Dramatic Discovery One
unassuming Saturday afternoon, then-cadet Moschgat was reading a book about World War II and the Allied
ground campaign in Italy when he happened to come across an incredible account that made him put his book
down in shock. He would never have guessed what would happen next. Chasing Him Down As soon as they
could, Moschgat and his roommate bewilderedly chased down Crawford with the book in hand. Crawford was
reluctant at first to answer the queries. But the cadets probed him for more details about the truth until he
caved. What they discovered was astounding. The Reluctant Truth After staring at the page for a few silent
moments, Crawford succumbed in his signature humble manner. The cadets stood with mouths wide open in
silent disbelief looking back-and-forth at each other, the book and the janitor when he finally answered. When
asked why he never spoke about his heroic past, he had a slow pause before he answered. You need to find out
what happened next. Just a year after his enlistment, he was serving as a private on the front lines in southern
Italy with the nd Infantry Regiment 36 Infantry Division. At this time, unbeknown to him, the former boxing
champ would soon tap into skills from the ring. Attack From All Sides On September 13, , he was acting as a
squad scout when his company attacked an enemy position at Hill near Altavilla Silentina. The American
troops came under strong enemy fire, trapped by the bombardment of machine-gun fire. There did not seem to
be a way out. Utilizing his clear line of vision and without instruction, he fearlessly located the enemy threat
targetting his platoon and incredibly lobbed a grenade and eliminated one enemy firing post. Demonstrating
skill and precision, he crawled, avoiding the constant barrage of bullets, and managed to destroy two more
deeply-entrenched German machine gun nests. The Allied advance could proceed thanks to Crawford.
Unfortunately, his frontline position that had helped defeat the onslaught soon translated to danger. But what
happened next? Enemy Approaches Located in close proximity to the enemy, the bold soldier at the head of
the offensive was then captured by German troops. With slim chances of survival, the Crawford was reported
MIA and presumed dead. The tragic assumptions made the coming developments all the more remarkable.
Tragedy And Honor As all signs pointed to Crawford meeting his fate as German Prisoner of War, the US
government took provisions to recognize the private at the highest level. Without warning, the unbelievable
happened when a group of soldiers were liberated from German captivity. Crawford, the world incredibly
learned, was actually alive and among the freed troops. Prisoner Of War Named a national hero and
triumphant survivor of a horrible German POW camp, Crawford finally headed home unaware of the top
award he had been honored or of the surprising events that the future had in store for him. Finally Home
Crawford settled back into civilian life after the war. He married Eileen Bruce in January , but the prospect of
military service again beckoned the decorated war hero. Finally Retires Crawford served for 20 more years
before retiring in with the rank of master sergeant. So what happened when the truth came out? Little did he
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know, these interactions would soon lead to another life-changing event. Little Did He Know What Was To
Come Crawford quickly turned from being a fixture, that everyone ignored, to a beloved colleague at the
academy and attended more functions. He then seemed to act with more purpose and warmed up to the cadets.
Still, he had one unfilled wish. Huge Surprise In Store Without expectations, Crawford mentioned to friends
that he had never personally received the Medal of Honor from the president seeing that he was presumed
dead during the war. Taking that fact into account, something special was planned for the inspiring war hero.
Bill was a dedicated employee and he honored his work. However, he deserved more than his salary. Until
something unexpected happened. Struggling Yet Never Complained The job benefits for a janitor were not so
great, especially being an elderly war veteran. Yet Bill never complained about his job, even when he was
struggling. It was hard for Bill to grasp the fact that after serving his country, his country was no longer
serving him. Thousands of people packed into Colorado Springs Falcon Stadium for the commencement
festivities that would include a particularly touching gesture for the dedicated veteran. The president then
called Crawford forward to the podium and, at long last, formally presented him with the esteemed Medal of
Honor he was rightfully due. He deserved much more, and not just because he was a Medal of Honor winner.
Bill deserved respect because he was a janitor, and was a part of our team. Remarkably, the real-life hero only
ever saw himself serving part of a larger good. I happened to be at the right place at the right time. The master
sergeant was survived by his wife, Eileen, who would lovingly be laid to rest beside him in
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The Curious Connection The name "Private William Crawford" written in big bold letters suddenly grabbed the attention
of Moschgat. The cadet wondered if his current squadron's reserved janitor had any correlation to the fascinating
description of the trooper from Colorado.

Janitor in White Day: This disambiguation page lists articles associated with the title Janitor. If an internal link
led you here, you may wish to change the link to point directly to the intended article. Overview "Janitor" may
refer to the following: In some cases they will also carry out maintenance and security duties. In the White
Day: A Labyrinth Named School , they carry out maintenance and security duties. But in the evening, they
possessed to the ghost. Detection range of Janitor is degrees on the front. This situation occurs when the door,
fluorescent light, etc. Door, fluorescent light, Flashlight etc. The target of confirmation by Janitor [ That is
turn on the fluorescent light, opened doors etc. Reverting to the initial situation from the Unusual situation.
The general patrol situation of Janitor. Patrol the designated course on foot Check the [Unusual situation
inside the School] - When found [Unusual situation], Change to the Alert mode. But If has too many [unusual
situations] deliberately , Janitors while maintaining the Patrol mode, and the return to [Normal conditions
inside the school]. When the Janitors find a target, change to the [Chase mode]. Wandering close to a
waypoint. And often turn his head to check the around. Alert mode is turned off when 15 seconds has elapsed
after Go to the point of Unusual situation occurred and Looking around the point. When the mode change by
detection of [Unusual situation], change the mode after return to [Normal conditions inside the school]. If the
Haunted Head Ghost inflicts damage, the janitor comes straight to where the player suffered damage. When
Janitors found the target. Janitor comes running toward to the target Player or friends. The target comes within
a certain distance, the Janitors attacked with a baseball bat. It produces an unpleasant laugh. If Janitors missed
the target, return to the [Alert mode] When a janitors came running, they must seen for a target. When the
janitors to chased, [Unusual situation] is ignored.
Chapter 4 : Janitor | The School: White Day Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
High school custodian Carolyn Collins was about to take out the trash in the early morning darkness when she heard a
loud knock on the cafeteria door. She set down her garbage can and cracked the.

Chapter 5 : The Average Salary of a School Janitor | www.nxgvision.com
smutno mi w sumie, Å¼e autorka the school janitor przestaÅ‚a dodawaÄ‡, bo naprawdÄ™ fajnie mi siÄ™ to
tÅ‚umaczyÅ‚o.

Chapter 6 : When Cadets At The US Air Force Academy Realized Their Janitor Was Medal Of Honor War H
This is a reproduction of a book published before This book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or
blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that were either part of the original artifact, or were introduced by the
scanning process.

Chapter 7 : School Janitor Jobs, Employment | www.nxgvision.com
School janitors work behind the scenes year-round to make sure their facilities provide students with a clean, safe, and
positive learning environment. If your school has a janitor on staff who deserves recognition, Cintas Corporation is
accepting nominations for its third annual Janitor of the Year.

Chapter 8 : Janitors (Janitors, #1) by Tyler Whitesides
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Overview "Janitor" may refer to the following: "Janitor" - A janitor (American English, Scottish English), custodian (British
English), janitress (female), cleaner or caretaker is a person who cleans and maintains buildings such as hospitals,
schools and residential accommodation.

Chapter 9 : FM Alert: Who Is The School Janitor Of The Year?
Check School Districts. You can also research all of the school districts within a reasonable radius of your desired
employment location. You can also apply for school custodian positions online or print an application that you can fill out
and hand-deliver to the school of your choice.
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